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Chapter 96: She in a Dilemma 

Then, how does he know about her whereabouts? 

As Katrina frets, she suddenly remembers the day before when she opened the back cover of her phone 

after it 

accidentally fell into the water. She saw a tiny chip inside her phone. 

Maybe it’s not actually a part of the phone. It’s probably used to track her location at any time. 

Aaron gave her a phone, which must have a location-tracking system. This is why he makes her carry it 

with her 

everywhere. In addition to being able to get in touch with her at any time, he can also be privy to her 

whereabouts. 

At the realization, Katrina’s breath stops, and she freezes. 

That means… 

Even before she goes abroad, she would already be found. 

Katrina holds the phone like a lifeline. She’s at a complete loss with what to do. 

Does she throw away the phone and keep running? 

No, she can’t risk it. 

Aaron is probably already on the way to catch her. If she keeps going to the bar, she will expose that 

place. Besides, if she throws the phone away so rashly and is caught by Aaron, he would be able to guess 

her motives. 

What should she do now? 

Wait for him here? 

But how can she explain the reason for avoiding his heelers and sneaking away? 

Katrina is in a dilemma. She doesn’t know what to do. She is so anxious that she unconsciously clutches 

her clothes and 

her heart pounds violently. 

People and cars come and go on the busy road, but no one can feel the uneasiness in her heart. 

As Katrina looks around in a daze, she sees a high-end menswear boutique across the street. 

A thought flashes through Katrina’s mind. Suddenly, Katrina thinks of an idea. Pursing her lips, she 

clenches her mobile phone and strides across the street to the menswear boutique. 

As soon as Katrina walks into the clothing store, an attendant greets her with a sweet smile. “Miss, do 

you want to buy clothes for your boyfriend?” 

Instead of confirming or denying it, Katrina smiles at her. 

“Young lady, what kind of style does your boyfriend like, casual or fashionable?” 

An image of Aaron appears in Katrina’s inind. 

“He… likes something more formal.” 

Aaron usually wears formal clothes, which is a usually composed style. It looks understated and 

luxurious without being 
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ostentatious. 

A well-cut suit always sets him tall and straight. 

By this time, Katrina realizes that she has no idea what size Aaron is, so buying him clothes seems 



impractical. 

Seeing the ties stacked neatly on the other side, Katrina’s eyes light up. She looks at a dark blue one and 

says, “Miss, can 

you help me with this tie?” 

The clerk smiles and hands the tie to her. “Miss, you have a very good eye. This is the newest style in our 

shop. There’s 

only one of this kind in the entire store.” 

Katrina takes it and looks at it. It’s color looks great and is suitable for his clothes, and the quality also 

looks excellent. She 

immediately asks, “How much is this?” 

The attendant replies, “$12,880.” 

A tie is costing over ten thousand… 

In the past, this is something beyond Katrina’s wildest imagination. 

But she has been with a man of Aaron’s status who usually eats and dresses most luxuriously. He wears 

suits worth 

several million and watches worth several billion. A tie worth tens of thousands is not too expensive for 

him. 

Besides, a cheap tie doesn’t match his social status. 

It’s wool from the sheep’s back. She’s not the one who will be spending the money. 

Katrina takes the credit card out of her pocket and hands it to the salesgirl, “Please wrap it for me.” 

“Okay.” The girl quickly wraps the tie and takes her credit card. 

“Miss, here’s your receipt.” 

Outside the men’s clothing store, a black Lamborghini stops slowly. Aaron steps out on his long legs. 

Behind the black 

Lamborghini are a parade of fancy cars. More than a dozen men in black suits step out, creating a 

spectacular scene. 

At this time, Aaron’s face doesn’t look good, and the people following him only feel a strong air of 

pressure. They are so scared that they look at Aaron’s expression gingerly. 

Behind Aaron’s dark face conceals his intense anger. 

This damned woman! 

Is he not good enough for her? 

She keeps trying to run away! 

He is polite to her, but she keeps pushing too far! 

It seems that he should not consider her feelings. He should tie her to the bed every day to eliminate her 

desire to escape. 

Once again, Katrina pisses him off. This time is more serious than when she tried to escape him before. 

Before, they were 

not yet familiar with each other, and he hasn’t been good enough for her. But after giving so much to 

her, this is how she 

repays him… 

Aaron is very upset and angry. 

Just then, his phone chimes a little sound. 

Aaron takes out his phone and glances at it, only to find a text message from the bank. 

“Your credit card with the last four digits 8888 was used at 16:50 for $12,880.” 



Aaron’s brows raise slightly. 

That’s the card in Katrina’s hands. 

A payment a second ago means she’s using the card. 

The sudden message sends a ripple through Aaron’s dark heart. He can’t figure out what is going on. 

At the clothing store, the clerk hands the wrapped tie and the card to Katrina. Then she smiles and says, 

“Miss, your 

boyfriend must be very happy.” 

“Thank you,” Katrina replies with a smile as she tries to contain her unease. 

At this point, she only hopes she can keep her secret from Aaron. 

Carrying a bag, Katrina opens the door of the store and is shocked to see the men in black surrounding 

the shop. 

In particular, Aaron is standing at the front, staring intensely at her with his hands in his pockets. His 

handsome face is 

devoid of emotion. 

Katrina expected to be chased by Aaron, but she doesn’t expect him and his men to arrive so quickly, 

pinpointing the 

clothing store she’s inside. Her suspicion about her tampered phone is confirmed. 

People who don’t know what’s happening will think they are gangsters. 

Katrina looks at the situation and says in surprise. “Aaron, this is… What’s the matter?” 

She looks serious and completely innocent. 

SOLO 

When Aaron sees surprise instead of guilt on her face, he frowns doubtfully. 

Is he too paranoid? Did he misunderstand her? 

He reigns in his somber expression a bit and strides over to her. His long fingers stroke the hair on her 

forehead, and his 

voice is deep as he asks, “What are you doing here?” 

 

Chapter 97: Her Gif 

At Aaron’s question, Katrina hides the bag behind her back and dodges his gaze. “Nothing. I just want to 

walk around.” 

It is obvious that she has unease in her heart, which she can’t hide from Aaron. 

Aaron asks in a slightly sharp tone, “Just want to walk around? Why did you sneak away from my men? 

What’s in the 

bag? Take it out!” 

She got rid of his men and left on her own just now. Does she really think that simply saying she wants 

to “walk around” 

will make him believe her? 

When Katrina refuses shyly, Aaron insists on seeing the bag’s contents. 

During the altercation, the bag falls to the ground and reveals half a tie and a receipt. 

At the sight of the tie, Aaron’s gaze grows a little deeper, and his tone is less forceful. “What is this?” 

He doesn’t expect to see a man’s tie in her hand. 

Katrina lowers her head and hesitantly says, “I know from Randy that your birthday is coming up. I 

wanted to surprise 



you by buying you a birthday present.” 

Aaron is slightly shocked to hear Katrina’s response. 

A birthday surprise? 

She’s right. 

In three days, it will be his twenty-eighth birthday. 

Aaron doesn’t pay much attention to his birthday. He spends a lot of birthdays on the plane or at work. 

This is the first 

time that someone has been so interested in his birthday that they prepared a gift for him in secret … 

To be honest, a surge of tenderness fills Aaron’s heart. 

Maybe he really was being too paranoid and was just misunderstanding her. 

Katrina’s actions are out of the goodness of her heart. She did all this to buy him a gift, but he stopped 

her violently with a lot of heelers. It’s really embarrassing. 

Perhaps it’s because Aaron subconsciously hopes that Katrina is capable of caring about him, that he 

firmly believes her 

words and the expression on his face relaxes. 

Aaron bends down and picks up the bag that fell on the floor. 

Although it was bought with his money, it’s hand-picked by her, which means a lot to him. 

He tells her bluntly, “I love it.” 

But Katrina isn’t happy with his response. 

She gives him a glum look and says ruefully, “It’s not a surprise if you see it before your birthday.” 

Looking at Katrina’s pretty little face full of loss and unhappiness, Aaron draws her into his arms to 

whisper in her ear. 
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His actions make her blush. “You are the best birthday present for me.” 

More than anything else, he wants her to give herself to him as a surprise. 

Aaron’s words make Katrina blush. 

Pushing Aaron with her soft hands, Katrina changes the subject in due course, “I’m a little tired from 

shopping, Aaron. 

Let’s go back.” 

Hearing Katrina’s soft voice asking him to take her back, Aaron’s handsome face suddenly bursts into a 

dazzling smile. 

“Okay.” 

He takes her hand and heads straight for the luxurious Lamborghini. 

The rest of the heelers look at each other. 

Because Aaron came here to catch her with such great fanfare, they thought that Katrina would have a 

hard time, and a 

bloody storm would occur. 

Unexpectedly, instead of a violent storm, they see an affectionate scene. 

Originally in a fit of rage, Aaron had a grim and menacing look on his face. 

But after meeting Katrina, he looks calm and in good spirits. Katrina is able to coax him with a few 

words. 

In the end, Aaron’s face isn’t bleak and gloomy. He has a faint smile on the face. 

The two men who have been accompanying Katrina on her shopping were originally afraid that they 

would be punished 



severely. They are relieved that the situation suddenly turned around. Presumably, Aaron won’t be too 

hard on them. 

In the car, Katrina bends over and rubs her sore feet. 

Because she’s wearing a pair of new shoes, it’s uncomfortable for her feet. There seems to be some 

broken skin on her 

heel. 

Aaron is sensitive enough to notice something’s wrong. His big hand grabs her ankle. 

Katrina is stunned and looks up at him. 

Aaron’s thin lips lift to say, “Sit tight.” 

Then he raises her feet and puts her legs on his lap. Taking off her shoes, he holds her feet with his long 

fingers to look 

carefully at her injuries. 

For the first time, a man is staring at her feet. Katrina is filled with shame. 

Feeling the heat from his palm, Katrina blushes and subconsciously pulls her feet back. 

He holds her feet firmly and says in a low voice, “Don’t move.” 

Aaron finds a Band-Aid from the onboard medicine cabinet and puts it on her heel. He keeps his 

movements gentle, to 

avoid hurting her. 

Seeing Aaron’s serious and focused expression, Katrina is not only embarrassed but also uneasy. 

Aaron treats her so well, but she tricked him and tried to runaway. She feels a bit bad for him. 

But on second thoughi, no matter how good he is to her, he imprisoned her first. 
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His gentleness cannot deceive her. After all, their relationship is unequal. She cannot reconcile herself to 

being a canary in 

captivity. 

After putting the Band-Aid on Katrina’s wound, Aaron releases her. 

Inside the closed carriage, the temperature rises a little. 

Katrina suddenly remembers something and asks, “Oh, Aaron, why did you find me here?” 

She looks innocent and curious as she stares at him with her large and watery eyes. 

Aaron’s mouth twitches. Of course, he can’t tell her that he thought she was going to run away and 

brought people to 

apprehend her. 

“I’m afraid you won’t find your way home by yourself,” Aaron says lightly. 

Katrina rolls her eyes with disdain. “You’re underestimating me! I’ve been out so many times, and I can 

find my way home!” 

In Katrina’s words, Aaron not only doesn’t contradict her but also gets a faint smile on his face. 

Yes, her home. 

He’s overjoyed that she can call his place home. 

They get along quite well these days. She cooked for him and bought him a birthday present. She 

treated him well in her 

own way. 

Gradually, he feels that deep in her heart, she cares about him. 

If so, why does he automatically think that she wants to run at every little sign? 



His jealousy and paranoia might end up hurting her heart instead. 

Maybe he should learn to trust her more. 
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Tithe evening. katrina gets the wine in 

Randy and waits for Aaron to return to the room 

There is a birthday cake on the table, a reminder of the occasion. 

It’s not until cloven o dock in the eveningihat Aaran returns to the villa under the moonlight 

Drowsy on the cosa, Katrina immediately opens her eyes and wears her slippers to grect him, “Aaron, 

you’re back.” 

Seeing her obedient image, as if she were waiting for her husband for his late return, Aaron leels 

warmth in his heart, and 

his lone becomes unconsciously soft as he says. “Today’s work is a bit tricky: I’m sorry for keeping you 

waiting so long.” 

Katrina looks at the clock on the wall and shakes her head with a smile. “Never mind, there’s still an 

hour before your birthday ends.” 

Katrina is so sensible and reasonable. It makes Aaron feel like they have been together for a long time. 

Aaron drops his head and kisses the corner of her mouth, “I’ll take a bath first.” 

Katrina nods. “Okay.” 

When Aaron walks into the bathroom, Katrina pulls out two goblets and pours the wine from the 

decanter into the 

goblets. 

She glances at the direction of the bathroom, where the sound of rushing water doesn’t stop. 

Summoning up her courage, Katrina pulls out the sleeping pills that have been ground into a powder 

from its hiding place under the sofa. She pours them all into one of the goblets. She picks up the goblet 

and gently shakes it until she can’t see 

anything unusual. 

The water in the bathroom stops abruptly. Before long. Aaron comes out wearing a silk bathrobe. 

He is tall and lanky, his chest is firm and strong, and his muscle lines are smooth, making him look very 

attractive with a 

faint scent of hormones. 

Even though he’s only sitting on the sofa casually, he looks elegant and handsome in his laziness. 

Holding the two glasses of red wine, Katrina walks over to Aaron and hands him one of the glasses. 

“Happy birthday, Aaron,” she says softly. 

Aaron’s dark eyes stare at Katrina. Without reaching out to pick up the glass, he says, “Feed me.” 

Surprised, Katrina looks into his burning eyes and finally raises the wine to his mouth. 

It’s his birthday, and he’s the authority. 

For her escape plan today, she has to defer to him and ask him to drink his wine with the added sleeping 

pills, so she c 

have a better chance of escaping. 

When Katrina raises her hand to feed the wine to his mouth, Aaron suddenly says, “By mouth.” 

Hearing this, Katrina becomes even more shocked and incredulous. 

What? 
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Teed him by mouth? 

Is he joking with her? 

Although she is very reluctant, she has to give in for her plan to succeed. 

Katrina takes a sip, then puts the glass to one side and approaches Aaron. Getting closer and closer to 

Aaron, her heart 

begins to beat faster and faster like a beating drum. 

Eventually, she overcomes her psychological barriers and kisses Aaron. 

The sweet liquid cnters from her mouth to his, and Aaron swallows it all 

Aaron clasps her on her tiny waist and holds her in his arms, deepening the kiss gradually. He enjoys the 

flavor in his 

mouth. His breathing grows heavy, and his chest becomes hotter and hotter. 

He picks her up easily and places her on the big and soft bed. 

She could easily touch his heartstrings and make his body sensitive to her, 

Half an hour before his birthday ends, Katrina is the birthday present he desires the most. Putting his 

hands on Katrina’s 

sides, he stares at her with his dark eyes. “Katrina, be my woman. Stay with me,” he says. 

In his words, Katrina is stunned. 

A month ago, he asked her the same question. At that time, she refused him without hesitation. Her 

refusal had no effect 

at all. He still took her in his arms as usual and forced her in bed. 

Instead of refusing, it’s better to say something nice to make him happy. 

Katrina bites her lips and raises a pair of misty eyes to look at him. “Aaron, will you be good to me?” 

“Yes!” Aaron’s answer is simple but firm. 

Instead of agreeing, Katrina extends two slender and snow-white arms to wrap around Aaron’s neck. 

She closes her eyes 

and kisses his lips, 

It is the first time she kissed him so voluntarily. 

Katrina’s response undoubtedly surprises Aaron, but he is joyful. 

She’s proving herself to him through her actions, isn’t she? 

Unable to control his desire, Aaron bends down and kisses her back harder. 

He swears that he would be good to her all his life as long as she stays with him. He would give her the 

most precious 

things in the world in person and make her the happiest woman in the world. 

Tonight, Aaron is particularly insatiable, and Katrina is also rare to cooperate, 

Alterward, Aaron holds Katrina tightly in his arms to sleep with her. Even in sleep, his face is full of rare 

satisfaction, 

Katrina stays up all night and waits patiently for Aaron to fall asleep. 

lle must have slept deeper than usualaller drinking the wine with sleeping pills. 

In the middle of the night, Katrina gently removes Aaron’s hand from his waist and lists the quilt to get 

out of bed. 
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Ashe sleeps. Aaron seems to feel something missing in his arms. With a quick eye and a quick hand, 

Katrina slips her 



pillow into his arms, 

While he holds the pillow, the scent of Katrina’s hair settles down on Aaron quickly 

Katrina exhales quietly and gets out of bed. After changing her clothes, she picks up the car keys on the 

table, takes some 

money from Aaron’s wallet, and walks out in the dark 

Beta also sleeps soundly in his nest. 

That night, she also puts some sleeping pills in Beta’s water. She’s afraid Beta’s bark will attract 

attention. 

Katrina goes straight to the garage, unlocks it, and gets into Aaron’s car. 

Aaron forced her to drive once, 

Later, every time she leaves the house, she discreetly observes how others operate it. Her technique 

should be better than 

last time. 

The guards at night are relatively lax compared to guards during the day. 

After all, it’s easy to get sleepy at three or four o’clock in the evening, and even men on duty can’t help 

falling asleep. 

As Katrina drives out in Aaron’s car, she flicks the headlights at the gate to the men on duty. 

When they see Aaron’s car, they don’t question anything. They open the gate and let it go. 

Katrina casily leaves the villa and drives all the way downtown. 

In the security room, one of the guards yawns and says to the other, “It’s strange. What’s Mr. Wilson 

going to do at night?” 

The other responds, “Who knows? But if Mr. Wilson wants to go out, we have no right to ask.” 

“You’re right. I’ll take a nap for a while, and you keep watching.” 
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Under great pressure, Katrina keeps a tight grip on the steering wheel and does not dare relax for a 

moment. 

It’s the first time she has driven so far alone in the evening. 

Although there are street lights on both sides illuminating the road ahead, the street isn’t as bright as 

the daytime. 

She does not dare drive too fast because of her lack of skills and the downhill route. Danger could occur 

at any time. 

She doesn’t dare drive too slowly. She’s afraid that Aaron would wake up suddenly, find her missing and 

come after her. 

After a nerve-racking escape, she finally sees the downtown high-rise buildings and the lights of taxis 

driving at night. 

Katrina pulls the Lamborghini off the curb, pushes the door open, and gets out. She flags a taxi and 

heads straight to Victoria’s bar 

Ai the back door of the bar, Katrina pays the cab driver and hurries to the bar without even taking the 

change. 

Although outside looks were cold and cheerless, the nightlife inside the bar is vivacious. A lot of people 

are partying all 

night 



Inside, Katrina grabs a waiter. “Please help me find your manager. I need to see him.” 

A few minutes later, a man about thirty years old approaches and asks her gently, “What can I do for 

you, miss?” 

“Hello, Mr. Scott. I’m Katrina, Victoria asked me to come to you.” 

After hearing Katrina’s identity clearly, Mr. Scott immediately takes Katrina seriously and invites her into 

his office, “Miss 

Miller, this way, please.” 

After entering the office, Mr. Scott immediately makes a phone call. “Book the earliest flight to Abbe 

City!” 

As soon as things are sorted out, Mr. Scott hands Katrina a fake ID and a fake passport. “Miss Miller, 

here are the things 

you need. Our car will be here soon, and you will be escorted to the airport until you are safely on 

board.” 

Katrina takes the ID and passport gratefully. “Mr. Scott, thank you!” 

The manager’s arrangement saves her a lot of unnecessary trouble. 

After escaping from Aaron on her own, she wouldn’t be able to buy a plane ticket and go back alone. 

Mr. Scott smiles. “Miss Miller doesn’t have to be so polite. I’ve been entrusted by someone to act on 

their behall.” 

“Mr. Scoti, please thank Miss Roberts for me.” Katrina quickly says after a moment of astonishment. 

He’s right Victoria is the one who had Mr. Scott help her. 

The few times she met Victoria, they didn’t get along well. But in this case, Katrina is really grateful to 

Victoria for her 

“I will pass on your gratitude to Miss Roberts, Miss Roberts also asked me to tell Miss Miller that when 

you go back don’t munn here anymore.” 

know I will never step into lladley City again.” 
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After being imprisoned here for so long by Aaron, a shadow cast has been cast on her. 

It’s not easy for her to escape from this city. Why would she dare come back? 

Mr. Scott gives a little smile and holds out his hand to point politely outside. “Without delay, the car’s 

outside. Miss Miller, 

please follow me.” 

“Okay!” 

Katrina follows Mr. Scott through the back door of the bar. 

Sure enough, a nondescript car is parked outside. 

Katrina nods to Mr. Scott in goodbye. She doesn’t have the time to talk nonsense. She opens the door 

and gets in. 

Aside from the driver, there are two other men in the car. They were sent by Victoria to escort her. 

The car starts slowly and disappears into the night, heading towards the airport. 

After arriving at the airport, Katrina quickly acquires her boarding pass with the fake ID and passport. 

At that moment, the plane for Abbe City starts boarding passengers. Katrina nervously holds her ticket, 

checks in, and 

gets on the plane. 

She looks behind from time to time, afraid that Aaron would appear suddenly like last time. 

Fortunately, no such thing occurs. 



Everything goes smoothly, and Katrina gets on the plane without a hitch. People sit quietly in their seats, 

waiting for the 

plane to take off. 

Every minute and every second of sitting in her seat is tormenting Katrina. 

The longer she stays here, the more likely she is to be caught by Aaron. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, the plane will take off soon. Please fasten your seatbelts and turn off all 

electronic devices to 

avoid any interference during the flight. Thank you for your cooperation…” 

Fluent in both languages, the stewardess speaks softly to address the passengers. At last, the plane 

begins to move, and it glides faster and faster until it finally ascends into the sky. 

The plane is finally in the air 

The stone hanging in Katrina’s heart finally drops to the ground. 

The plane took off safely, indicating that she was able to escape Aaron’s clutches. She didn’t believe that 

Aaron could force the plane to stop and catch her. 

Besides, he doesn’t have to chase her with great fanfare from Hadley City to Abbe City, 

Aaron is a man with wealth, power, and good looks. What kind of woman can’t he get? As Victoria said, 

he was only 

interested in her for the time being. 

It might have been a coincidence that brought her to him. And she could relieve his insomnia at the 

same time, that’s the 

only reason he’s so obsessed with her. 

When he loses interest, he will realize that she’s an ordinary girl who doesn’t compare to any of the rich 

young ladies 
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around him 

By then, she would disappear from his memory 

Her experience would probably end up becoming a memory of a love affair that Aaron had while he was 

young. 

But for Katrina, it’s deeply engraved in her heart as it was four years ago. 

Because these two months of captivity also brings her the fear of escaping death. 

Being imprisoned, taken advantage of, and violated by a strange man in a villa, is not a good memory for 

her. 

Katrina couldn’t get rid of the distress in her heart. 

Even though Aaron always looks dapper and dignified, to her, he’s a complete hoodlum. 

She’s a little glad that the rascal is handsome and has a good figure. If she encountered a lewd man with 

an unspeakable 

ugliness, she would feel even more miserable and may even end her life the first night he took 

advantage of her. 

The thing Katrina feels most shameful about is that, although she is mentally resistant to having sex with 

him, her body is 

not as repulsed each time. 

“What would you like to drink, miss? 

“Orange juice, thanks.” 

Holding the orange juice delivered by a stewardess, Katrina looks out of the window and breathes a sigh 



of relief. 

It’s nearly dawn. 

Goodbye, Hadley City. 

Goodbye, Beta. 

Goodbye, Aaron. 
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The next day, sunlight pours into the room through the French windows. On the big soft bed, Aaron has 

not gotten up yet. 

In the living room, Randy has already prepared breakfast, but no one comes out of the room. He looks 

anxiously at his watch several times. 

Didn’t Aaron book a plane ticket to take Katrina to Abbe City this morning? If this keeps up, they will be 

late for their flight. Should he knock at the door and remind him? Randy also used to be young, so he 

has some misgivings. 

Morning is when a man is very excited. If Aaron is doing something unspeakable with Katrina, and he 

goes in there rashly, he will disturb Aaron’s interests. 

He can wait a little longer. Aaron always has his own plans and arrangements. It’s probably fine. In the 

bedroom, Aaron frowns and opens his eyes. Perhaps it’s because of the wine that he sleeps so long. The 

first thing Aaron does when he wakes up is to take the girl in his arms and try to kiss the corner of her 

mouth. Her initiative and cooperation yesterday made him feel unprecedented joy. His love for her 

definitely increases. However… Although he finds that the thing he’s holding is soft, it’s not as soft and 

smooth as usual. Looking down, Aaron sees a pillow in his arms. He frowns and searches for Katrina. 

Why does he have a pillow in his arms? Where is Katrina? Why is she not with him? 

The bathroom door is closed, and there’s no sound of running water, which seems to indicate that she’s 

not in the bathroom. 

So where did she go? 

Aaron is puzzled for a moment, and then he assumes that she probably woke up early and wanted to get 

out of bed. To avoid waking him up, she put a pillow in his arms to take her position. 

Did she go to the kitchen to prepare breakfast for him? At the thought, Aaron’s handsome face 

unconsciously breaks into a smile. What a considerate girl! She can always inadvertently touch the 

softest part in his heart that he can’t help but like her even more. Unhurried, Aaron flips the blanket off 

and goes to the bathroom to wash his face. Even though his hair is a little messy from having just gotten 

up, it still doesn’t affect his good looks and charm. 

After washing his face, Aaron changes his clothes and walks out of the room wearing the same tie 

Katrina chose for him. 

There are countless neckties in his wardrobe, all of which are expensive and luxurious, but he prefers 

this the most. As soon as Aaron goes downstairs, Randy immediately comes up to him. “Breakfast is 



ready, Mr. Wilson.” Aaron casually nods as he walks towards the dining room, smiling unconsciously, 

The thought that Katrina prepared breakfast by herself puts him in a good mood, and he can’t be 

happier. But when he goes to sit down at the table, he doesn’t see Katrina. Aaron picks up the silver 

spoon and scoops out a spoonful of porridge. He asks, “Where is she?” Randy is stunned and doesn’t 

respond for a moment. He asks doubtfully, “Who?” Aaron becomes skeptical due to Randy’s reaction. 

Who else but Katrina? Aaron takes a bite of porridge and gracefully wipes his mouth with a tissue. 

“Katrina.” At his response, Randy is obviously taken aback. He hesitantly says, “Isn’t Miss Miller in the 

room?” 

In fact, he wants to ask Mr. Wilson why Miss Miller didn’t come out for breakfast. Why is Aaron asking 

him for Katrina’s whereabouts? 

Randy’s reply makes Aaron’s hand paused with his spoon mid-air. The smile on his relaxed face suddenly 

disappears. His facial muscles become tense. “You mean she hasn’t come out?” 

Unexpectedly, Aaron suddenly becomes serious. Randy stands aside and answers respectfully, “Yes… I 

got up at six. I was in the living room the whole time. I didn’t see Miss Miller.” 

“Then who made breakfast?” Randy pauses before he responds, “Chef Tom in the kitchen.” By now, 

Aaron’s face is fierce. Katrina is not in the room, in the kitchen, or outside. Where has she gone? 

Aaron is no longer in the mood for breakfast. He slams the spoon on the table in anger. “Find her! 

Where on earth has she gone to?” 

Randy nods hurriedly, “Yes, sir. I will.” When he woke up, he didn’t see Katrina. Aaron inevitably feels a 

sense of worry and loss. He hopes that it’s all a misunderstanding, like a day she went out to surprise 

him. But after searching for the whole villa, he still doesn’t find her. The bedroom, cloakroom, study, 

balcony, garden… She’s in none of these places. Is she playing hide-and-seek with him? Where on earth 

did she go, and why did she disappear quietly? At this point, Aaron goes to his study to check the 

surveillance videos in the villa to find out where Katrina has gone. He doesn’t believe that she can really 

disappear overnight. Just then, Randy knocks on the door and walks in. Seeing Aaron’s expressionless 

face, Randy’s voice drops a little as he speaks. 

“Mr. Wilson, according to the men on duty at the gate… At three o’clock this morning, someone drove 

your car out of the villa. At that time, the man on duty thought you had something urgent to attend to, 

so he let it go. If I’m not mistaken, the person who drove out is Miss Miller.” 

Randy doesn’t expect that Katrina, who usually looks weak, docile, and affectionate to Aaron, will 

suddenly drive away at night. 

Her actions definitely tell everyone that she can’t wait to get out of this place and run away. 

And this time, as she wished, she was finally able to leave. This time, no one noticed that she was the 

one driving the car. 

At the news, Aaron’s expressionless face is suddenly filled with anger. Even the hand holding the 

computer mouse tightens, on the verge of crushing it. 

He watches the whole process of Katrina’s departure from the surveillance footage installed in the villa. 

She’s the only one who easily took away his car key. 



His heelers never dare ask the reason for his car going in and out. They will obediently let him go at all 

times. Katrina took advantage of this loophole so that she could escape easily. 
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What did Katrina’s initiative yesterday mean? What were her intentions for cooking for him and giving 

him a birthday gift? Didn’t she already regard this place as her home? Didn’t she promise him that she’ll 

stay and be his woman? Why did she leave? Why did she run away? Originally, Aaron was in a good 

mood because of her initiative. But now, all he feels is an overwhelming rage. She has been deceiving 

him this entire time. All her obedience and submissiveness is only an act to catch him off guard. In her 

mind, she never wanted to stay with him without fuss. She never really cared about him or obeyed him 

either. All she did is to trick him into trusting her so she can leave while he’s not paying attention. At the 

realization, how could Aaron not get angry? He only feels that all of his efforts were thrown to the 

ground like trash. Far from being grateful, she lies to him… What Aaron can’t stand the most is other’s 

deception, especially the woman he’s devoted to. At this point, even if Katrina is here, even if he loves 

her very much, he won’t refrain from punishing her severely. “Katrina!” With a sullen face, Aaron 

gnashes his teeth in anger. He curses her name with unspeakable anger in his mind. To appease her 

homesickness, he arranged today’s schedule so he could take her back to Abbe City, but instead, she… 

At that moment, Aaron feels as if his heart is being ripped apart. What a heartless woman! Even if he 

treats a dog this way, the dog will remember his kindness. But Katrina left without mercy. She really is 

the most heartless woman he has ever met. Standing aside and trembling with fear, Randy is afraid to 

look up at Aaron. For the first time in so many years, he witnesses Aaron’s intense rage. Sure enough, 

only Katrina is able to affect Aaron’s emotions so easily. 

She is the one who puts a smile on his lips and makes him happy. She is also the one who makes him so 

angry that he wants to blow up the house. 

He doesn’t know if it’s lucky or unfortunate that Aaron met Katrina. 

Aaron picks up his phone to check Katrina’s whereabouts through the GPS system. But the little red dot 

on the map shows a distance less than ten meters away from him. 

Katrina didn’t take her mobile phone with her when she left. She left it at home. She’s really cruel-

hearted. 

Aside from the mobile phone, she didn’t take any of the clothes he bought for her in the wardrobe. 

Most of them still have tags on, which means that she has never worn them. 

From this, it’s obvious that she wants a clean break from him and doesn’t want to see him again. Aaron 

hits the table with rage and growls, “Find her! Bring her back at all costs!” Even if she escaped his villa, 

where could she go? She has no identification card or passport. She can’t leave the country, She’s most 

likely still in Hadley City. At best, she’s fled to the next city by car. 

It’s not too late. As long as he investigates the bus station’s surveillance video, he will soon be able to 

track her whereabouts, 



As long as he catches her… He swears that she will pay the price. 

“Yes! Mr. Wilson, don’t worry. I’ll send people to look for her immediately!” Randy hurries out as soon 

as he speaks. He organizes heelers to search for Katrina. 

In the study, Aaron cannot restrain his anger any longer. He picks up the coffee cup on the table and 

hurls it to the 

ground. 

Probably from his intense rage, the moment Aaron gets up from his chair, there’s a sharp pain in his 

head. He almost falls over from the pain. 

Fortunately, he holds the table in time with one hand, the other hand clutching his head. For a moment, 

the pain subsided gradually. 

Aaron’s staff is very efficient. Before long, they find Aaron’s car downtown. 

After a while, a man comes in and reports, “Mr. Wilson, I checked all the people who went in and out of 

the bus station in Abbe City today. I didn’t find Miss Miller.” 

If she didn’t go out by bus, she must still be in Hadley City. Aaron gnashes his teeth and says, “Keep 

looking for her!” 

Half an hour later, another man comes back to report, “Mr. Wilson, we found a trace of Miss Miller at 

Hadley International Airport. She took a 4:30 a.m. flight to Abbe City. If we’re not mistaken… It has 

already landed.” 

At the news, Aaron’s sullen face becomes darker, a precursor to a storm. 

He obviously refuses to believe it. He lowers his voice and says, “I still have her ID and passport. How 

could she possibly get a ticket?” 

His man is scared out of his wits, and his head bowed low. He says in a low voice, “Miss Miller… She used 

a fake ID and passport.” 

A fake ID and passport? Instantly, Aaron breath quickens. Who secretly helped her get a fake 

identification card and passport? Who secretly helped her escape? She stayed with him for so long, and 

he never noticed her having dealings with any stranger. Who helped her behind the scenes? At that 

moment, Aaron gets a rage beyond expression. She actually left while he’s negligent. 

Hadley City is under his sphere of influence, where he can display his power in full capacity. But Abbe 

City is a strange city for him. Even with all his influence, he can’t get Katrina back right away. 

Aaron can’t accept that Katrina is gone. He won’t let her just disappear from him so easily. Standing up, 

he says fiercely, “Get the private jet right now! I’m going to Abbe City!” He will go to Abbe City and get 

her back in person. The woman he likes cannot leave him without his permission. 

In the past, Aaron only used his private plane urgently for work. This is the first time he makes such a 

hasty decision to go to China because of a woman. 



His men dare not take it lightly, in fear of getting into trouble. They hurriedly answer, “Yes!” Fifteen 

minutes later, the private plane lands in the yard of Aaron’s villa. He walks to the plane, empty-handed. 

He didn’t have time to pack his luggage. In the yard, two rows of men in black suits bow their heads 

respectfully, not daring to breathe heavily. The atmosphere is oppressive and dangerous. 
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Aaron walks steadily towards the private plane. His handsome face is somber, making people shudder in 

his wake. Just as he is about to board the plane, his head begins to ache again. The pain this time is even 

more serious than before, so much so that he can hardly stand. Dizziness overcomes him. 

On both sides, his men notice that something is strange. Surprised, they hurried over to help him. “Mr. 

Wilson! Are you all right?” 

The pain is not as transient as it had been earlier, and it’s becoming more and more intense. 

Unfortunately, at such a critical time, his head is about to explode from a migraine. Aaron struggles and 

says through gritted teeth, “Help me up!” It’s just a headache. There’s a medicine box on the private 

plane. He can take a painkiller. “But…” His men are stunned and at a loss with what to do. Mr. Wilson’s 

headache is clearly serious. Should they obey him and help him get on the plane? 

At the commotion, Randy stops Aaron and says worriedly, “Mr. Wilson, it’s better to have Dr. William 

come over. There’s no hurry to go to China.” 

In any case, nothing is more important than Aaron’s health. 

After all, Randy has worked for Aaron for so long and is somewhat older. Randy’s words carry weight in 

comparison to the rest of his men. 

Besides, Aaron’s head hurts so much, and it feels like it’s about to burst. Instead of insisting on getting 

on the plane, Aaron goes back to his room to rest with Randy’s support. He had never had such a 

headache before. Why did he get a headache twice today? This damned woman! 

Aaron is still thinking about Katrina. For the moment, he will let her enjoy her freedom before she 

suffers the consequences of her actions. 

After getting a call from Randy, Dr. William quickly puts down what he’s doing and hurries over with his 

medicine kit. 

As soon as Dr. William enters the villa, Randy immediately becomes hopeful and rushes over to him. “Dr. 

William, Mr. Wilson got a sudden headache that doesn’t let him stand. Come in and have a look!” 

Dr. William observes the situation. It seems that Aaron is in serious pain. 

Aaron always flaunts his superiority. If the pain is something he really cannot bear and not just a little 

pain, he wouldn’t call him over so rashly. 

Dr. William nods gravely. “Well, I’ll go in.” Just as he is about to push the door open, Randy suddenly 

grabs him. Dr. William turns back with confusion. “What else do you want to say, Randy?”. 



Randy hesitates for a moment, but says to be safe, “Mr. Wilson… is not in a good mood, Dr. William. 

After you go in, pay attention to your words and actions. Don’t make him angry.” 

Aaron is already on the edge of rage. If anything goes wrong, the people in the whole villa will suffer. At 

Randy’s words, Dr. William frowns slightly. “He’s in a bad mood? Did he quarrel with his little girlfriend?” 

It’s the only reason he can think of. 

Although Aaron didn’t explicitly introduce Katrina as his girlfriend, he’s not an idiot. They live together 

happily every day. She is definitely his girlfriend. 

“It’s more serious than that,” Randy lowers his voice, “Miss Miller ran away in secret while Mr. Wilson 

wasn’t paying attention.” 

“What? Runaway?” Dr. William can’t help crying out. His mild-mannered face is suddenly covered with 

fear. 

Realizing that his voice is too loud, he hurriedly covers his mouth. Fortunately, the soundproofing in the 

villa is excellent. Aaron probably didn’t hear it. 

Dr. William never expected that Katrina would secretly run away from Aaron. The news is too shocking. 

Many women want to queue up to climb onto Aaron’s bed. This is the first time that a woman doesn’t 

appreciate his 

kindness and runs away without telling him. For someone who’s always been lofty, it’s too difficult for 

Aaron to accept. 

Dr. William understands Aaron’s anger very well. No wonder he felt a low pressure hanging over the villa 

the moment he entered the door. So that’s what happened. 

Dr. William is a wise man. He knows that Aron is easily irritated at the moment, so he will definitely be 

careful not to offend him. 

But he feels a sense of schadenfreude in his heart. 

Probably because Aaron is too otherworldly in his daily life, it’s surprising to see him get frustrated over 

a woman. He even thinks that Aaron deserves it. 

Anyway, Aaron is his patient and his employer. It’s urgent to help him with his treatment. Dr. William 

nods in earnest. “Thanks for letting me know, Randy. I understand.” When he pushes the door of the 

room open, he sees Aaron suffering from a terrible headache. Dr. William takes a serious look at him 

and comes to a conclusion. 

“The situation is even more serious than I expected. As I told you earlier, prolonged insomnia is bound 

to have an impact on the body. It’s a sequela. I didn’t expect it to come so suddenly.” 

Despite his occasional cynicism, once Dr. William returns to work, he becomes extremely serious. As an 

expert with superior medical skills, he takes in the patient’s condition seriously and meticulously. 

In particular, the sight of Aaron’s severe headache makes him unconsciously worried. “Bear it for now. 

I’ll give you acupuncture. It should relieve the pain.” 



Dr. William takes out a set of acupuncture equipment from his medicine kit and selects several needles, 

inserting them accurately into several acupuncture points on Aaron’s head. 

Although it seems a little cruel, the pain on Aaron’s head is relieved. 

After inserting the needles into Aaron’s head, Dr. William says, “Acupuncture can only relieve pain 

temporarily. It isn’t a permanent cure… At this rate, your headache may become more and more 

serious.” 

Even if he cures his insomnia later, the headache won’t disappear. This is the sequela of his four-year 

insomnia, which is not easy to cure. 

Lying in bed, Aaron looks up at him with dark eyes full of anger. “So much nonsense! You’re a doctor, 

tell me the cure.” 

If what Dr. William says is true and he will have a headache like this practically every day, he can’t 

imagine how many matters will be delayed because of this condition. 

What he wants is a proper cure, not listening to Dr. William talk too much nonsense. 
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Dr. William’s mouth twitches uncontrollably at Aaron’s words. Despite having such a serious headache, 

he’s still impolite and rude. Isn’t he afraid that as a doctor, Dr. William will deliberately retaliate against 

him and make him suffer even more? Well, Aaron is the boss. Considering he was just dumped by his 

girlfriend, Dr. William will yield to him for the time being. 

Dr. William looks at him lightly and says, “There’s a way. It’s an operation. I’ll be the surgeon, and the 

success rate will be very high. There will be no complications.” 

Aaron says, “Arrange the operation!” 

As soon as he solves his physical condition, he will go find Katrina immediately. He wants to get the 

operation in three days and go to Abbe City in a week. 

But Dr. William says, “The surgery isn’t risky, but… it will destroy a part of your memory. That is to say, 

and after the operation, you may forget what happened in the last three months.” 

Aaron is stunned to hear Dr. William’s words. Forget what happened in the last three months? He 

caught Katrina two months ago. 

After the operation, will he completely lose every memory of her? He will forget what happened in the 

past two months, and who Katrina is? Then how can he get her back after the surgery? 

Aaron hesitates. 

He doesn’t want Katrina to disappear from his memory. He doesn’t want to forget what happened in the 

past two months. 



Although he is often furious with her, as he is now, he also has pleasant moments with her. Her pretty 

face, the sweetness of her lips, the softness of her body… He doesn’t want to forget any of those. How 

could he have the heart to forget her when she’s so deeply ingrained in his heart? 

But Aaron has always had high self-respect. He is unwilling to admit that he cannot bear to lose Katrina. 

He says through gritted teeth, “I have to get even with her!” 

The operation will have to wait until he gets even with her. Dr. William is not at all surprised to hear 

Aaron’s response. 

It seems that Aaron, who has never been close to women, is really serious this time. He even thinks that 

getting even with a woman is more important than taking care of his own health. 

In the end, Dr. William chooses to respect Aaron’s decision. 

“Besides the surgery, the only way to relieve the pain is through acupuncture. I’ll do it for you for three 

days, and you will feel better. Later, you won’t need to do it every day, but you would need to have 

acupuncture at least once a week. Otherwise, your headaches will recur. 

“But the sooner the operation, the better you will feel. Once you’re ready… Inform me at any time, so I 

can arrange the operation for you.” 

If Aaron relies on acupuncture to suppress the pain, the condition will become more and more serious in 

the long run. After the acupuncture, Dr. William sterilizes his tools and puts them away. Dr. William 

can’t bear to see Aaron torture himself like this because of a woman. He is not only Aaron’s personal 

physician but also his upperclassman, his friend. Although Aaron is a great influence in the business 

world, he can still be ignorant in matters of the heart. 

Dr. William can’t bear to see Aaron frustrated and hurting so badly. He not only feels sad for Aaron but 

also for the innocent girl. 

He sits on the chair beside the bed and speaks calmly, “Do you know why she ran away?” Dr. William’s 

bold words stun Aaron. 

Katrina’s departure is a sore spot for him. No one in the villa dares to mention Katrina’s name in front of 

him, but Dr. William is bold enough to ask… 

Aaron’s bad mood sours even more as he glares at Dr. William. 

Undaunted, Dr. William looks at him straight in the eye. In the end, Aaron finally restrains his anger and 

closes his eyes, feeling a little sad. “Why?” He also wants to know why. It’s obvious that he likes her so 

much and he’s so kind to her. Why is she dissatisfied? Why did she run away? “Aaron, let me tell you a 

story. 

“When I was young, I loved birds very much. One day, a very beautiful bird came into the house by 

mistake, and I caught it. At that moment, I was ecstatic. 

“I bought the gorgeous cage and shut it inside. I prepared the most exquisite bird food for it and took 

good care of it every day. Because I loved it so much, the first thing I do when I come back from school 

every day is to see it. 



“But the little bird seemed unhappy and refused to eat anything. I couldn’t understand it at that time. 

When it was outside, it took great efforts to find something to eat and fill its stomach. But after I fed it 

carefully every day and sheltered it from the rain and harsh wind, it refused to eat anything. 

“I was afraid that it would starve to death. So I had no choice but to pry its mouth open and feed it. 

Because of this, I accidentally injured its wing. After that, it still refused to eat on its own. It looked even 

more listless, completely losing its 

revious luster. Although I took great care to take care of it, soon after, it still died. 

“After the bird died, I was very sad. I felt sad for a long time and never wanted another pet bird again. 

“A year later, we had a nest of birds in the big tree outside our window. Occasionally, birds stopped on 

the windowsill to rest. 

“I’ve lost all interest in keeping a bird for myself, but when I remembered the bird that passed away… 

Out of sympathy, I occasionally threw some leftover biscuits and bread onto the balcony. 

“In fact, it was completely unintentional. But over time, the birds still held affection for me. 

Occasionally, when I sit at my desk to read, birds would come in and perch on my shoulders. 

“Aaron, don’t you think that Katrina is a bird you kept in a cage? 

“You like her and did all your best to be kind to her, but you never understood what she really wants. 

What’s the difference between what you did and what I did? Accidentally injuring her wings will only 

make her more frightened and afraid. 

“She is filled with fear of you. How can she feel your love for her? How can she be brave and be willing 

to be with you? 

“Aaron, if you really like her and want to be with her, why not change your methods and actions? If you 

blindly use hegemony to keep her in captivity, she will only die like the bird I once kept.” 

 


